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Ab initio molecular orbital calculations indicate that the distance between the fragments in the transition structures for disso- 
ciation of doubly charged cations can be surprisingly large. We suggest a simple explanation for this behaviour and believe that it 
can be applied generally to such problems. In this way we have rationalized the dissociation characteristics of a number of repre- 
sentative dications. 

1. Introduction 

There has been extensive experimental and theo- 
retical interest in the chemistry of gas-phase dicat- 
ions [ 11. The fragmentation of such species into two 
monocations is often highly exothermic but may be 
inhibited by a significant barrier associated with the 
weakening of a covalent bond. The transition struc- 
ture for fragmentation corresponds to the point at 
which the rate of increase in energy due to decreased 
covalent binding is equal to the rate of decrease in 
energy due to decreased Coulombic repulsion. In the 
case of a symmetric fragmentation, 

A;+ +A+ +A+ , (1) 

the internuclear separation in the transition struc- 
ture is typically % 50°h greater than in the equilib- 
rium structure. For example, for the fragmentation 
of the recently observed [ 21 dihelium dication, 

He:+ +He+ +Het , (2) 

the He...He separation is 0.70 A in the equilibrium 
structure and 1.15 A in the transition structure [ 3 1. 

We have noticed, on the other hand, that for asym- 
metric fragmentations of dications, 

AB2+ +A+ +B+ , (3) 

the internuclear separation in the transition struc- 
ture is often two or three times that in the equilib- 
rium structure and the barrier to fragmentation can 

be remarkably high [ 4-61. For example, for the 
reaction 

NH,NH:+ +NH,NH; +H+ (4) 

the N...H separations in the equilibrium and transi- 
tion structures are 1.02 and 3.11 A respectively and 
the barrier to fragmentation is 523 kJ mol-’ [ 451. 
This result may seem surprising in that it implies that 
the balance between the rates of change of covalent 
binding and Coulombic repulsion is not achieved 
until quite large internuclear separations, at which 
stage the covalent binding must surely be very small. 
We present in this paper a rationalization of this 
rather perplexing behaviour. 

2. Method and results 

Using a modified version [ 7 ] of the GAUSSIAN 
82 system of programs [ 81, standard ab initio calcu- 
lations were carried out for each of the species indi- 
cated in table 1 and for the transition structures 
involved in each of the fragmentations. 

The structures of all species were optimized at the 
Hartree-Fock (HF) level with the 6-3 1 G* [ 9 ] basis 
set and the optimized geometries were confirmed as 
being equilibrium or transition structures by vibra- 
tional analysis. The spin-unrestricted formalism 
(UHF) was used for odd-electron species and for 
transition structures linking even- and odd-electron 
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species. Although UHF theory is likely to underesti- 
mate the transition structure bond length of a hom- 
olytically breaking bond [ lo], it adequately describes 
the gross effects considered in this paper. 

Full details of these calculations will be reported 
elsewhere [ 5 1. 

3. Results and discussion 

Table 1 and fig. 1 contain data pertaining to the 
dissociations of a variety of dications into charged 
fragments. The first three fragmentations exemplify 
symmetric bond cleavage reactions, typical of dimeric 
dications, in which the breaking bond lengthens by 
approximately 5OW before the transition structure is 
reached. We quantify the dissociation behaviour by 
means of the bond-length ratio, rTslres, which is 
roughly 1.5 in these cases. The five remaining exam- 
ples are all asymmetric cleavages, in which the dicat- 
ions dissociate into two unequal parts. Of these 
examples, the first two possess bond-length ratios 
comparable to those found for the symmetric cases. 
However, for the last three, we find some extraordi- 
narily late transition structures. Specifically, in the 
loss of a proton from either N2Hi+ or P,Hz+, the 
bond stretches to three times its equilibrium value as 
it approaches the transition structure and for the even 
more extraordinary case of the MgH2+ ion, the bond 
must distort to almost six times its equilibrium length 
before the transition structure is reached (at a bond 
distance of more than 12 A)! 

What is the characteristic feature of the dications 
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Fig. 1. Calculated (UHF/6-31G*) transition structure bond 
lengths. 

whose dissociations involve such unusually stretched 
bona3 in their transition structures? 

First we consider the symmetric fragmentations. 
Initially, as the central bond is stretched beyond its 
equilibrium value, the loss in covalent binding energy 
(which decays exponentially) is greater than the gain 
afforded by the loss in Coulombic energy (an r - ’ 
effect). It is this that leads to an initial increase in 
energy accompanying stretching from the equilib- 
rium structure. Soon, however, the diminished 
covalent energy is overwhelmed by the Coulombic 
repulsion, and the highly exothermic and irreversi- 
ble fragmentation process becomes inevitable. The 
transition structure for this process corresponds to 
the point at which the rates of change of covalent 
binding and Coulombic repulsion are balanced. In 
the case of symmetric fragmentations, this is found 
to occur when the lengths of the central bonds in the 
transition structures for these cleavages are approxi- 
mately 1.5 times their equilibrium values, for it is at 
such extensions that the covalent binding energy is 
sufficiently reduced. 

Table 1 
Bond lengths (A) and ionization energies (kJ mol-‘) in dissociating dication systems (HF/6-31G*) 

AB2++A+ +B+ 

He-He’++He? +He+ 
H,N-NH:+ -rHINt +NH; 
H,C-CH:+ +H,C+ +CH; 

r, %s 

0.66 0.91 
1.44 1.99 
1.43 2.41 

H,N-OH:+ +H9Nt +OHf 1.41 1.81 1.3 2193 1038 1155 
CIH2+-+Cl+ +H+ 1.40 2.05 1.5 2170 1308 862 

HINNH2-H*+ +H,NNH; +H+ 1.03 3.11 3.0 1490 1308 182 
HxPPH2-Hz+ +H,PPH,+ +H+ 1.39 4.01 2.9 1368 1308 60 
MgH*? -+Mgt +H+ 2.22 12.45 5.6 1420 1308 112 

rdr,, 

1.4 5234 2262 2972 
1.4 2193 817 1376 
1.7 2011 804 1207 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the zeroth-order potential 
curves for a general AB*+ system. It is the avoided crossing 
between these curves which produces kinetic stability in many 
thermodynamically unstable dications. 

In the cases of some of the asymmetric fragmenta- 
tions, however, things appear to be rather different. 
Apparently the above argument needs modification, 
since we would expect the covalent binding energy of 
a breaking bond almost entirely to have vanished 
when the transition structure bond lengths for the last 
three systems in table 1 are reached. 

The key to understanding the data in table 1 is a 
more fundamental understanding of the origin of the 
shape of the potential curve describing the fragmen- 
tation of a dication. 

The potential energy curve along the reaction 
coordinate for a dissociating AB2+ dication can use- 
fully be considered as arising from an avoided cross- 
ing between a repulsive state which correlates with 
A+ + B+ and an attractive state which correlates with 
A2 + + B (fig. 2). (Throughout this paper we label the 
fragments so that the second ionization energy of A 
is less than that of B.) Strictly, we should also include 
the attractive but higher-lying A+ B*+ curve (if it 
exists), but when the second ionization energies of A 
and B are sufficiently different its effect on the 
resulting grouhd-state potential curve will almost 
always be small. 

Normally (at infinite separation) the A’+ + B sys- 
tem will be higher in energy than the A+ + B+ system 
because it usually requires more energy to ionize a 
cation than a neutral. We can express this by defining 

d=IE,(A+)-IE,(B) (5) 

and noting that, as in fig. 2, A will normally be posi- 
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Fig. 3. Calculated (UHF/6-31G*) potential energy curves 
describing the dissociation of MgH2t. The extraordinarily late 
[ Mg--H] ‘+ transition structure arises from an avoided crossing 
at a very long bond length. 

tive. The last three columns of table 1 reveal that this 
is true for all eight of the systems studied. Further- 
more, upon comparing the rTslreq and A columns of 
table 1, and considering the effect of varying A in fig. 
1, we can now begin to understand the origin of the 
bond length ratios obtained. 

In cases where A is large, the two curves will cross 
at a comparatively small fragment separation. 
Although we do not often know a priori the detailed 
behaviour of the resulting ground-state potential 
curve, we would expect it to exhibit a maximum 
(corresponding to the transition structure for the 
fragmentation) at a fragment separation close to that 
of the crossing point. On this basis, we predict that 
large A values will generally lead to early transition 
structures. Conversely, we predict that small A val- 

ues will be associated with late transition structures. 
Moreover, it follows that we can construct a dication 
AB*+ (with appropriate A value) with almost any 
nominated bond-length ratio. In fact, the last of the 
eight examples in table 1, the MgH’+ ion, was dilib- 
erately chosen in this way to display an extraordinar- 
ily long bond distance in its fragmentation transition 
structure (fig. 3 ) . 

It is also possible to interpret fig. 2 by means of a 
classical argument which serves to show the relation- 
ship between the avoided crossing model and the 
model for symmetric dissociations described earlier. 
In the equilibrium structure of a heteronuclear AB*+ 
system, the charge will be centred largely on the more 
easily ionized moiety, that is, on A. For example, in 
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MgH2+ at its equilibrium structure, the magnesium 
bears a charge of 6 = + 1.68 (UHF/6 - 3 1 G*, Law- 
din analysis) and the H is therefore better described 
as a hydrogen atom than as a proton. One implica- 
tion of this uneven distribution of charge is that the 
repulsive Coulomb energy between the incipient 
fragments, which is given 

E=q,q,fr 

= 1.68~0.32/r=0.54/r (for MgH*+) (6) 

is only a little more than half of that which would 
arise if the Mg and H shared the charge evenly. How- 
ever, as the molecule is stretched toward the transi- 
tion structure, the positive charge on B must rise 
(since eventually it will be exactly unity) and conse- 
quently, as the denominator increases, the numera- 
tor in (6) will also increase. It follows therefore that, 
as the transition structure is approached, the Cou- 
lomb repulsion should not be expected to decrease 
hyperbolically as in the symmetric dissociations. It is 
even possible in principle for the Coulomb repulsion 
to increase initially. The consequence of these con- 
siderations is that the point at which the rate of decay 
of Coulomb repulsion matches the rate of decay of 
covalent binding (the transition structure) may occur 
much later than might initially have been anticipated. 

The arguments presented in this article bear some 
relevance to the proposal of Beynon and co-workers 
[ 111 that the experimentally measured kinetic energy 
release in the dissociation of a dication may be 
equated to the residual repulsive Coulombic poten- 
tial energy at the transition structure. Implicit in this 
approximation is the assumption that the charges on 
both of the fragments in the transition structure are 
close to unity. In fig. 2 we find support for this 
assumption. Although in the equilibrium structure, 
fragment A is likely to bear more of the positive 
charge than B, the transition structure occurs at the 
point where the system passes onto the A+ +B+ 
curve, consistent with the Beynon proposal. 

The question also arises as to how a system with a 
negative A value (for example, CaH*+ ) would dis- 
sociate. It is clear from the present argument that such 
a molecule will dissociate, without reverse activation 
energy, to form A’+ +B. The channel leading to 
A+ + B+ is energetically unfavourable, both kineti- 
cally and thermodynamically. 

It is possible, for a sufficiently late transition struc- 

ture, i.e. when A is small, to derive a simple approxi- 
mate formula for the transition structure bond length 
in a diatomic dication, even if nothing is known of 
the chemical interactions in the [A-B] 2+ system. We 
begin by noting that the A*+ + B curve approaches its 
limiting energy value much faster than does the 
A+ + B+ curve (fig. 2) and, at large fragment sepa- 
rations, may be considered constant. With the addi- 
tional assumption that the A+ +B+ curve is 
hyperbolic (as would be anticipated from Cou- 
lomb’s law), it follows that the crossing point, and 
therefore the estimated transition structure bond 
length, is given by 

rTs =A-’ (A and rTs in au) (7) 

=1389A-‘(AinkJmol-‘,r,,inA). (8) 

For the case of MgH*+, eq. (8) predicts a transition 
structure bond length of 12.40 A, in close agreement 
with the directly calculated value of 12.45 A, dem- 
onstrating that the assumptions leading to formulae 
(7) and (8) are valid when A is sufficiently small. 

This formula clearly has useful predictive value. 
Suppose, for example, that we were interested in the 
heterolytic dissociations of the HX*+ dications, 
where X is a halogen. Having discovered that the sec- 
ond ionization energies of the halogens F, Cl, Br and 
I decrease monotonically from 3381 to 1852 kJ 
mol- ‘, and knowing that the ionization energy of H 
is 13 18 kJ mol- ’ [ 121, we can estimate that the tran- 
sition structure bond lengths will increase monoton- 
ically from less than 1 A (for HF’+, implying little 
or no barrier to dissociation) to nearly 3 8, (for 
HI”). 

4. Conclusion 

In this Letter we have proposed a simple model to 
explain the surprisingly wide variation in transition 
structure bond lengths in dissociating dications. In 
the case of late transition structures, our model allows 
a semi-quantitative prediction of the length of the 
breaking bond in the transition structure, based only 
on a knowledge of the ionization energies of the frag- 
ments formed. 
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